RECORDER DECK
VIDEO INTEGRATION
As courts have begun to embrace video in their courtroom solutions, JAVS is able to
extend these capabilities to the Recorder Deck. While the Recorder Deck has no physical
video inputs, licensed software activations and compatible HDMI/HD-SDI to USB adapters
can be added to introduce up to two video channels into the Recorder Deck for recording
and basic video routing purposes.
Whether you are already using soft conferencing or looking to add hybrid functionality
to your court, JAVS Recorder Deck is easiest way to continue to make a record and ensure
all participants can see and hear one another with crystal clarity.

Low-Cost hybrid courtroom system
Integrates with Teams, Zoom and others
Voice announcements can broadcast to remote participants
File saving HD recording formats for 360P, 720P and 1080P
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V I R T U A L

C O U R T

ENHANCE YOUR
COURT’S VIDEO
INTEGRATION
For courts needing multiple camera angles, JAVS Recorder Deck can be enhanced with a
video switcher for multiview layouts and voice activated auto switching of video. Choose
layouts to maximize your screen space and capture every participant’s interaction at all
times. All of this can be controlled with the click of a button in JAVS AutoLog 8 software or
with touch screen control systems.
JAVS is the video courtroom innovator. Virtual apperances and hybrid courtrooms are what
JAVS has been doing for more than 40 years. Ask for a demo today, to see and hear the JAVS
difference.

RecorderDeck is capable of
integrating multiple cameras for
multi-view and video conferencing
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P O R T A B I L I T Y+M U L T I V I E W S

PORTABLE SYTEMS
AND STORAGE
Simple. Secure. Smart

Audio only portable kits starting at 29lbs*
*Requires laptop

JAVS RecorderDeck Series can also be secured in a portable storage system that allows
user to quickly transport, setup or store in a moments notice. Add a small WiFi router for
wireless laptop connecitivty. No more time consuming set up and tear down any more.
Portability that highlights the DIY ability of this product allows courts to focus on what
they do best; a fair and transparent trial.

MULTI-VIEWS at a glance.
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